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·The History of Doomfane · 

D N the old days the land was green and bountiful. 
The realm was ruled by a powerful order of 
mages who lived in the Marble Vaults. Led by the 

venerable archmage, Arthur, they created a prosperous and 
peaceful kingdom, and magicians came from far and wide to 
learn their secrets. As the order grew, the mages expanded 
their magnificent catacombs, until their domain reached 
down 99 levels beneath the surface. 

Arthur designed the Marble Vaults as intricate mazes, with 
many wondrous and magical features, and each new vault 
was more mysterious and complex than any before. The final 
vault, level JOO, was conceived to be the crowning achieve
ment of Arthur's mages. But one fateful day as a mage struck 
his pick into the cold marble the stone gave way. A huge, 
dark cavern lay beyond, and an ancient, brooding evil 
presence cast a chill over the mages. 

The mages had unwittingly unleashed a horrible demon 
who would become Arthur's bane. "I am Calvrak," he cried 
"You have trespassed in my abode and will suffer!" The 
demon summoned his minions out from swirling vortexes and 
war began between Calvrak and Arthur's mages. 

It was a war not even the great magic lore of the mages 
could win. In the end Calvrak and his hordes of rats, 
snappers, dervishes, and ghosts conquered the Marble Vaults, 
and a dark spell fell upon the land. Beaten back to the gilded 
gates of their ruined home, Arthur and his remaining 
companions: Furrowfoot, Grindlewald, Imelda, & Bloodaxe, 
made one last desperate attempt to reclaim the vaults. They 
never returned, though legend tells of Arthur's final work of 
magic: four awesome weapons hidden among the many 
treasure chests throughout the vaults. 

No one ventured near the decaying gates of "Doomfane," 
as the Marble Vaults are now called. Until now. The next 
chapter of the legend belongs to you, for you are part of that 
courageous band of Demon Stalkers - destined to defeat 
Calvrak and his hordes, restore the Marble Vaults to their 
former glory, and claim the many treasures as your own. 
Good luck and godspeed. 





INCLUDES A DUNGEON CONSTRUCTION SET 

Building levels is easy. 
Pull down menus. Point & 

click editing. Amaze your friends 
with complex, complete mazes. 

Over 200 design options. 
Select color, floor patterns, 

monsters, magic, borders, goals, 
treasure & more. 

Tell your own story. 
Leave behind your own 

scrolls, with messages both 
horrifying and bizarre. 


